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"In this excellent book, Bernard Paris looks at literary characters from Chaucer and Shakespeare to Ibsen and Barth, exploring their personalities, their devious motivations, their half-successful solutions to the eternal problems. In doing so, he takes us back to the root and profoundest appeal of literature, our response to these imagined human beings as though they were real people. His unusually astute psychoanalytic criticism shows show the most interesting literature arises from the tension between the language and what is really—so to speak—going on."

—Norman N. Holland, author of The I

"This is literary criticism at its most perceptive. Theory is subservient to a deeply engaged reading of works Professor Paris clearly loves. To read his analysis of Emma Bovary or Hedda Gabler is to gain an enriched insight into characters whom we thought we knew so well."

—Phyllis Grosskurth, author of Byron, The Flawed Angel

One of literature's greatest sources of pleasure and fascination is its portrayal of realistically drawn characters—human beings in whom we can recognize the motivations and emotions of people like ourselves. In Imagined Human Beings, Bernard J. Paris explores the inner conflicts of some of literature's most famous characters, using Karen Horney's psychoanalytic theories to understand the behavior of these characters as we would the behavior of real people.
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